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Abstract. The theory of thin elastic sheets, neglecting bending, is applied to many
thin surface problems. The classical theory for these surfaces is inadequate when the
strains are small, the surface is unstressed before deformation, and boundary displace-
ments are prescribed. The equations in this case are degenerate. Attempts to solve the
exact equations for these elastic membranes have failed for small strains. The purpose of
this paper is to determine the behavior of the solution to the exact equations for the
elastic surface which is initially a circular cylinder and which is deformed by a uniform
pull at the ends keeping the end radii fixed. A resolution of the small-strain behavior
both analytically and numerically is of particular importance.

It was found that the stresses were statically determinant and that the equations
could be reduced to a single nonlinear ordinary differential equation with boundary
values. This equation could be converted into a nonlinear integral equation. By using this
equation it was possible to prove existence and uniqueness and determine the appro-
priate linear theory for small values of the strains. All results were verified by numerically
solving the integral equation using Simpson's rule and the nonlinear Gauss-Seidel
method. The truncation error was analyzed. The numerical results were also compared to
the Bromberg-Stoker theory (a large displacement theory), and to another exact strain
treatment due to Stoker.

1. Background. The membrane theory of shells is based on the assumption that
bending forces can be neglected. When the membrane is assumed to be unstressed in its
undeformed state, the classical linear theory of membranes is inapplicable. This theory
results from linearizing the governing equations about a large prestressed state. A
straightforward linearization of the governing equations yields a solution incapable of
satisfying arbitrary boundary conditions.

One resolution of this problem has been studied. Experiments by Ecke [9] confirmed
earlier studies made by Foppl and Hencky which suggested that changes in the normal
displacement could be of more significance than tangential changes. Foppl [10] studied
this for symmetric deformations of plane circular membranes. In a now-classical paper in
this area, Bromberg and Stoker [2] generalized Foppl's theory to arbitrary surfaces of
revolution. The change expounded was to retain all nonlinear terms involving derivatives
of the normal displacement. As a particular example, Bromberg and Stoker dealt with
the spherical cap in some detail. They found that for small strains their equations became
singular. This difficulty was overcome by developing an appropriate boundary-layer
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analysis. More recently, numerical work by Goldberg [11] substantiates their results for
small strains.

This theory was applied to the flat circular sheet and was also studied by Hencky
[12]. Some open mathematical questions concerning his results led to further study by
Dickey [8] who was able to solve the equations numerically for sufficiently small strains
to indicate that in this geometry no boundary layer occurs. This was established analy-
tically by Callegari and Reiss [3, 4].

For the circular cylinder, the Bromberg-Stoker equations can be solved exactly. No
boundary layer occurs.

Reissner [14] developed a different theory. Here, too, small strains proved difficult.
His analysis of the spherical cap gave the same result as that obtained by Bromberg and
Stoker.

A resolution of the difficulties posed by the membrane theory when the membrane is
initially unstressed lies in determining the correct "linear" approximation (i.e., small-
strain approximation) of the nonlinear membrane equations. Consequently, it is of inter-
est to study the exact equations. Those of the circular cylinder are the least formidable.
Stoker [15] tried solving the exact equations of the circular cylinder by a finite difference
method, but was unable to get convergence for small strains. Corneliussen and Shield [5]
prestrained the cylinder with an inflation and extension to avoid the small strain
difficulty. Wu [18, 19] solved the equations by quadrature, but did not discuss the case of
small strains where difficulties with the integrals and certain transformations could arise.

In this paper another approach is taken. The investigation is addressed to a prototype
thin-walled elastic cylinder, in which deformation results from stretching the cylinder so
that the ends retain fixed radii and the surface remains a surface of revolution. The
deformations considered here allows the further assumption that they depend only upon
position along the x-axis.

The metric strains, ex and eg, are defined by considering the difference (ds*)2 — (ds)2,
where ds* and ds are the arclengths of a line segment on the surface after and before
deformation, respectively. Therefore,

(ds*)2 — (ds)2 = 2[ex(dx)2 + eg(a dd)2]. (1.1)

For the strain energy functional Vi defined by Eq. (1.2), the equilibrium equations are
the Euler equations which minimize V1 over all admissible displacements u and w:

vi = TT~~~T\ f + £e + 2ve*es] dx (1.2)
V1 ~ v ) ~o

where h is the thickness of the cylinder wall, a is the undeformed cylinder radius, 2L is
the length of the cylinder, E is Young's modulus, v is the Poisson ratio.

The governing system of equations for the cylinder described by Vl are listed below,
where ' denotes differentiation with respect to x:

fix = "' + i[("')2 + (w')2]> (L3)

W 1 lW\2 /I A\
ee~~a+2 (a)' (L4)

£
= (! _ v2) (e* + vee)> (L5)
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= (! _ v2) (e8 + V£*)> (1-6)

[(1 + «> J' = 0, (1.7)

(")

w(L) = 0, w'(0) = 0, (1.9,1.10)
u(0) = 0, w(0) = y. (1.11,1.12)

In the above, u and w are displacements of the middle surface of the cylinder wall; ax and
ae are "generalized stresses"; y is the contraction at the center.

Before proceeding, however, a few remarks are in order to put this model into
perspective with the other models. The strains used in (1.3)—(1.12) were used by Foppl
and in the Bromberg-Stoker theory. When all nonlinear terms are dropped in (1.3)—(1.4),
they are the strains used in the classical linear theory. In [15] and [18] the strains were
defined by (ds*/ds — 1). These are related to the metric strains by

ex = yi + 2ex - 1, (1.13)

ee = y/l + 2Tt-l, (1.14)

and for small values of ex and eg they should be comparable theories.
The <jx and ae defined by (1.5) and (1.6) are introduced for convenience only. They are

not to be confused with the stresses a* and a* which are related by

1(1 + 2sx)
(T+2s7) (U5)

/ (1 + 2ee) ( x
(U6)

As with the linear extensions, when the strains are small, the " generalized stresses " are
essentially the stresses; cf. [13].

The last boundary condition, (1.12), was also used in [15]. In [18], the end displace-
ment was specified.

2. Reduction to a nonlinear integral equation for ee. The system (1.3)—(1.12) can be
made nondimensional by scaling as follows:

W = w/a, U = u/a, (2.1,2.2)

= aJE, E0 = aJE, (2.3, 2.4)

5 = x/a, B = L/a, T = y/a. (2.5, 2.6, 2.7)

The system (1.3)—(1.12) can be reduced to a single equation for the function s'e. (' will
now denote differentiation with respect to s.) The procedure is to eliminate all functions
but I.x and ee. This can be done by integrating (1.7) and using (1.3) to eliminate the
quantity (1 + «'). Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) can be solved for ex and Likewise, assuming for
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now that contraction to a point will not occur for small strains, W can be expressed as a
function of ee. These equations are substituted into (1.7) and (1.8). The result is:

[2(1 - v2)!, - 2vee + 1 - (e'0/yr+2^)2] I2 = A2, (2.8)

(xxE'e/yTT2^ey = (£e + vzx)yrT2r0. (2.9)
(The constant of integration A cannot be determined from the given data.) These equa-
tions can be integrated to find an algebraic relationship between Ex and eg:

3(1 - v2)!2 + 2EX - 4veflSx - e2 = K. (2.10)

The constant of integration K cannot be determined from the data. Up to this constant,
Er is now known as a function of £„:

S,(e, K)= t HR , (2.11)- 1 + 2vee + ((- 1 -I- 2ve6)2 + 3(1 - v2)(e$ + K))112
3(1-v2)

Eq. (2.9) can be reformulated more simply by defining a new parameter ( by

dC/ds = (1 + 2e„)1/2; £(0) = 0 (2.12)

with

C(B) = /J, e(C) = eg(s(C)). (2.13,2.14)
Eq. (2.9) can now be integrated twice using the boundary conditions

e9(B) = 0, ei(0) = 0. (2.15,2.16)
Define

H(e, K) = f° Zx(e, K) de, (2.17)
Uo

L(c,n=^:[; >
The problem to be solved is

H(e, K) = C')E,(e, K) df (2.19)
Jo

with K and /? determined by the remaining conditions (2.13), (2.14) and (2.20). Existence
and uniqueness can be shown using standard techniques (cf. [1, 16]):

efl(0) = ir2 - T = e. (2.20)

Once £„ is known the other functions are found by computing:

£x = (l -v2)Ix-v£e, (2.21)

Eg = {£„ + v[(l - v2)Ix - V£8]}/(1 - V2) = Eg + vlx, (2.22)

W = l-yr+2^, (2.23)
(1 + U')2 = 2fix + 1 - (Wf, (7(0) = 0, (2.24)

and Zx from (2.11).
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3. Derivation of the linear equations. If ex and se are small then (1.5) indicates that
will also be small. Define

Xx[e(P),K] = k. (3.1)

On this basis, the integral equation (2.19) is expanded for small strains, i.e., small values
of k and e. The procedure is to look for a stretching

T = <pky; T = pk\ (3.2)

which will remove the degeneracy when strains are small. It is assumed that

e(</>) = e(t; k); £(r;0) = 0. (3.3)

The choice y = —1/2 will preserve the leading terms in the expansions of Z9(e, k) and
H(e, k) substituted in (2.19). The equation defined by the coefficient of k2 and its solution
are

e0(t) = [ L(t, t')[£(t') + v] dr', (3.4)
Jo

£0(t) = — v[l — cosh(t)sech(T)], (3.5)

£o(T) = ^ (*; °)- (3-6)

As k is taken to zero, | e — ks0 | goes to zero and, hence, ke0(C/k) approximates e as
desired.

The full solution can now be found from e0:

5 ~ 1 77 ~ ^ + kv)+ °(/c3/2)> (3-7)
o yj 1 "f" 2ke0

Ee(s) = ~kv{ 1 — cosh[s//c1/2(l + v/c)]sech[B/fe1/2(l + v/c)]}, (3.8)

^(s)=-ej, (3.9)

£x*(s) = fe, (3.10)

Z*(s) = s* + v/c, (3.11)

£?(s) = (1 - v2)k - vej, (3.12)

(U*)' = ei ' = d/ds; U*{0) = 0. (3.13)
When all powers of k greater than 1 are dropped in (3.7)—(3.13), the solution is that of the
Bromberg-Stoker theory.

4. Development of solution for large strains. An interesting result obtained using
(1.13) and (1.4) (cf. [15, 17]) was the demonstration that a finite cylinder could be
contracted to a point by a finite extension. For the material described by (1.3)—(1.12) this
is not possible. If y = a, the transformation from W to eg, (2.23), is no longer valid.
Consequently, (2.9) is the governing equation when this contraction is specified. The
point corresponding to W = 1 and dW/ds = 0 is a critical point of the equation with two
characteristics passing through it. Only one of these also passes through the line W = 0,
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so if t = s — B is used as a parameter along this curve, one has lim,_>[0 W{B + t) = 1 only
if t0 is infinite (cf. [6, 7]). Thus, contraction to a point cannot be achieved.

The same result is obtained by examining the integral equation (2.19) for large
strains. The limit solution is

_ /.x -sinh[7v(B - s)]sinh[Vv(B + s)] ,A ,,
2 cosh2[v/v B] ' ^

W(s) = 1 — coshf^/v s]sech[,/v B], (4.2)

£-=+°(')at. <4-3)

X, = vk, (4.4)
ex « (1 - v2)k - veQ0(s), (4.5)

A % ̂ 2(1 — v2)k312, (4.6)

U*y/2(1 - v2)ks. (4.7)

This solution shows that as long as B is finite, W will never contract, the conclusion
reached earlier from the differential equation. Since in the limit, does not depend on k
but rather on B, " large strain " may be revised to mean that t:x is large and e„ is close to
its limiting value.

5. Numerical results. Although it was noted that the integral equation retains the
singular behavior of the membrane equations, it was possible to solve it numerically for
large and small strains. The integral equation was discretized using Simpson's rule and
the resulting system of equations was solved using the nonlinear Gauss-Seidel method.
Error due to truncation did not prove to be a problem. The error due to roundoff was
checked by double precision and it did not appear to be of any significance.

The numerical results confirmed the analytic theory. A parameter, k = ax(L)/E, arose
naturally in the problem. In a sense it represents in the linear axial stress (recall (1.15)).
In the linear theories, the axial stress is constant throughout the cylinder. In Fig. 1.2, the
axial stress, as defined by (1.15), is evaluated at the center and plotted as a function of k
for a cylinder with a ratio of 0.1001. Included is the value predicted by the limit theory of
Sec. 4 and the Bromberg-Stoker theory. As can be seen, the agreement of the linear
theory is only for rather small values of the axial stress. The limit theory does seem to
indicate the behavior as the stress increases. It may be shown from the algebraic equation
for ex in terms of se that

ex(L) = (1 — v2)/c. (5.1)

Thus, Fig. 1.1 depicts the relationship between stresses as the axial strain is increased.
In Fig. 1.2 the displacements for the exact theory, the Bromberg-Stoker theory, and

the limiting contraction at the center are plotted as functions of k. The cylinder ratio is
about 0.1. For the radial displacement, the Bromberg-Stoker theory is excellent through-
out. The limiting contraction, as predicted in Sec. 4, is approached as k increases. For the
axial displacement, the prediction of Sec. 4 remains valid as k increases. However, the
Bromberg-Stoker theory and the exact theory diverge, showing that the Bromberg-
Stoker theory is a small-strain theory.
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Fig. 1.1. Axial stress at the center as a function of the axial strain.

Fig. 1.2. Center contraction and axial end displacement as functions of the axial strain parameter. The ratio
cylinder length : radius is 0.1.
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The equations were also run holding k fixed and allowing the cylinder ratio B to vary.
When k was chosen small, i.e. k = 0.01, the displacements of the exact theory and the
Bromberg-Stoker theory virtually coincided. Except for very stubby cylinders, the limit
theory is not applicable. Fig. 1.3 shows the results for larger axial strain, i.e. k = 10; the
agreement of the limit theory and the exact was quite good.

It was apparent from the data studied that the Bromberg-Stoker theory was excellent
for small strains. For larger strains, the departure is noticed first for the quantities such
as stress and axial displacement (Figs. 1.1 and 1.3b). These functions are determined, in
the approximate theories, from appropriate simplifications of the exact algebraic formu-
lae. Considering the close agreement for radial displacement and radial strain, had this
step been bypassed, closer agreement could have been achieved for all functions occurring
in the model.

Fig. 1.3. Center contraction and axial end displacement as a function of the cylinder ratio length : diameter.
The axial strain parameter k is 10.
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LINEAR EXTENSION

METRIC STRAINS

Fig. 1.4. Comparison of results using the metric strain and the linear strain.

6. Comparison with the theory using linear extensions. The strain energy function Vlt
defined by (1.2), was altered in order to compare the results with those obtained in [15].
This change affected only the combination of the elastic constants in the equations
corresponding to (1.3)—(1.12). If the perturbation scheme used for the integral equation is
formally applied to the equations found in that paper, the solution of the perturbed
equations has the same behavior. Fig. 1.4 shows the results of the attempt to compare the
two theories numerically. As remarked earlier, a different definition of strains is used, i.e.
(1.13) and (1.14). The discrepancy seen in Fig. 1.4 would indicate that when the strains
are large, the two theories describe different materials. Therefore, any comparison in this
range is not meaningful. Moreover, the numerical difficulties in that work do not make
comparison possible for small strains.
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